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Residents’ income distribution is not only a hot topic paied much attention by 
wide communities, but also a key project studied by policy makers and scholars. It has 
critical impacts on economic development and social stability. With the development 
of economy and the depth of reform, people’s living level has been overall promoted. 
However, they have not fairly shared the benefits of the high speed economy in the 
past 30 years, the trend of residents’ income gap is increasing. This not only limits 
economic development but also affects social harmony in some degree. Therefore, it 
is practical importance to measure the gaps scientifically and analyze its backgrounds. 
This work has important pratical significance to formulate reasonable income 
distribution policies, rectify distributional order, and reform fiscal and tax systems. 
 This thesis first combs the common measure methods of income distributional 
gap and takes them as a logical starting point and methodological basis to measure the 
current residents’ income gap. Then, considering from the three angles of urban-rural 
areas, regions and gender, we scientifically measure the income gaps between urban 
and rural areas, among the eastern, central and western regions, and between gender, 
the research results reveal their increasing trend. 
In order to investigate the reasons which lead to the income distributional gap of 
Chinese residents, the thesis uses panel data models to do influence factor analysis for 
urban-rural income gap from view of marco-economy, and finds that education, 
urbanization, industrial structure, economic openness and the government's economic 
behavior are its key factors. Furthermore, the quantile regression and decomposition 
techniques are emploied to do influence factor analysis for urban-rural and gender 
income gaps from view of micro-economy. The results show that their key factors and  
contributions are different under different quantiles and periods. 
Finally, by brrowing other countries’ successful experience and linking the 
Chinese current situation, the author thinks that the correct path of decreasing the 
income gaps is to take the following policies: establishing the global balance 
development ideas, correctly dealing with the relationship between fairness and 
efficiency, and reforming deeply the income distributional system. At the same time, a 
series of policy suggestions for narrowing the income gaps between urban-rural, 
regions and gender are also given respectively.  
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世界银行的报告，1960 年代，我国基尼系数大约为 0.17～0.18，1980 年代为 0.21～
0.27，从 2000 年开始，我国基尼系数已经超过 0.4 的“警戒线”，并且逐年上升，
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